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What a mess. The imperial cooks in Washington have turned poor Syria into a poison pit of
warring factions, with disastrous results for all.

Henry Kissinger once quipped that it is more dangerous being America’s ally than its enemy.
A good example is  how Washington used the Kurds in Syria to fight ISIS and then ditched
them to face the wrath of the mighty Turkish military alone.

A great hue and cry has gone up from the US corporate media and Congress that the Kurds
are being betrayed. The evangelical far right and Israel’s supporters are leading this charge.
Israel has secretly been arming and aiding Kurds in Iraq, Iran and Syria since 1975 as a
dandy way of splintering the fragile Arab Mideast.

But  President  Trump was right  when he said  that  the Kurds  had been richly  paid  by
Washington for their services, adding ‘they are no angels.’ Some facts ignored by the US
media:

Kurds,  a tribal,  non-Semitic  people of  Persian origin are,  like Palestinians,  a
stateless people who are sand in  the eye of  the Mideast.  They inhabit  the
uplands of Syria, Iraq, Armenia, and Iran. Kurds are a handsome, warlike people
renowned  for  their  fighting  abilities  and  courage.  They  have  long  battled
neighboring  Arab  and  Iranian  tribes  over  pasture  land  and  water  resources.
The  Obama  administration  got  talked  into  arming  and  financing  the  extremist
Islamic State group by the deep state and Israel as a way of overthrowing Syria’s
secular government, an ally of Iran. The US-equipped Iraqi Army sent to fight IS
ran for their lives. When Islamic State threatened Baghdad, the US Air Force
intervened and crushed it. Rogue elements of Islamic State ran amok, creating
all  sorts  of  atrocities.  Some IS  units  still  receive  covert  Israeli  cross-border
support.

The  US  found  it  expedient  to  pay  Kurdish  militias,  known  as  YPG,  to  fight
remnants  of  the  rag-tag  IS,  an  armed  mob  whose  danger  was  wildly
exaggerated by western media. IS was a perfect excuse to keep US military
forces in the Mideast. Turkey helped arm IS.

Turkey’s Kurdish minority is 15-20% of its 80 million people. The dangerous
Marxist PKK movement has been calling for an independent Kurdish state since
the 1980’s. I covered the war in Turkey’s southern Anatolia between the PKK and
the  Turkish  Army,  a  bloody  affair  of  bombings  and  massacres  that  left  over
40,000 dead. Turks go ballistic at the very mention of an independent Kurdish
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state, calling Kurds ‘mountain Turks’ and Marxist `terrorists.’

Kurds  were  harshly  repressed  by  various  Turkish  governments  and  their
generals. But when the Ottoman Turks marched tens of thousands of Armenian
prisoners to Syria during World War I,  Kurdish tribes raped and massacred
them in great numbers. In the 1920’s, the sainted Winston Churchill authorized
use of poison gas against ‘unruly’ Kurdish and Afghan tribes.

US  attempts  to  overthrow  Syria’s  government  created  national  chaos.  The
scrubby eastern third of Syria had a mixed tribal population, but the Kurdish YPG
militia declared it independent from Syria, declaring a new Kurdish state called
Rojava. To no surprise, a confusing melee developed between Syrian forces and
Arab tribal fighters, US units, Kurdish militias, IS and tribes aligned to Damascus.
Turkey, aghast at the prospects of  an independent Kurdish state next door,
decided to send in its army which had been demanding action against armed
Kurdish groups.

Into this maelstrom strode Donald Trump, who knew nothing about Syria. There were only
about 1,000 US troops in Syria, but they could call down the US Air Force based in nearby
Qatar. These token troops are being withdrawn to neighboring Iraq, which remain a US-
occupied nation with a puppet government, an American garrison of at least 5,000 troops,
and oceans of oil.

In short, Syria is being ground up by wars for no good purpose. Turkey made a grave error
by joining efforts to overthrow Syria’s Assad regime. The US, France, Britain and Israel have
no business at all there. Only Russia has a legitimate geopolitical interest in Syria, which is
close to its southern border. So far, Vlad Putin has played a very skillful game of big power
chess in Syria while the US has blundered time and again.
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